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Artificial Intelligence and the Global Economy



1. Machine Learning => massive amounts of data

Cloud and mobility means applications and data can be

accessed from anywhere.

Extraordinary advances for multinational enterprises:

Supply chain planning, targeted marketing, consumer preferences, gig 

economy, etc.
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AI=Machine Learning



Enabled by the Internet -and Big Data-

Extraordinary advances for countries

Trade, growth, epidemiology, defense, research, financial markets, 

growth, etc.
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The Global Economy
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A World without Borders



• Global access to information.

• Ability to share data for large studies.

• Machine learning for pattern recognition, globally.

• Learning from others!
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Internet-the Dream

And what about Privacy?
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Trouble in Paradise: Virtual Barriers



• Countries do not allow access to each other’s data.

• Enterprises not having access to their own data if in different 
countries.

• Balkanization of information.

• Privacy is the driver behind virtual barriers.
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Real Trouble
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Does it Matter?

How do you aggregate information (hospitals, 

demographics, economic data?)

How do you find commonalities in data?

How do you conduct negotiations if prices cannot 

be revealed?
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Two Approaches

1. Institutional. Public policies. Hard to implement.

2. New protocols. Easier to design and deploy.
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Secure Multiparty Computation

use a public bulletin board

Parts of the data belongs to multiple owners.

They collectively want to perform analytic 

studies on the entire dataset.

While respecting the privacy and security 

concerns of each individual party.post questions 

to sort out individuals with given characteristics 

example: do you have this genetic marker?



Secure Multiparty Protocol

Alice’s list: a,b Bob’s list: a,d

Alice generates secret key x Bob generates secret key y

• a, b, x, y are integers.

• Alice and Bob agree on a common prime number p.

• All computations are done modulo p.



Secure Multiparty Protocol

ax bx

ay dy

ayx dyx

axy bxy

Since axy = ayx they know they both have a

but Bob doesn’t know Alice has b and vice versa.

Alice computes (a y)x and (d y)x

and sends it back to Bob

Bob computes (a x)y and (b x)y

and sends it back to Alice

Alice computes (a)x and (b)x

and sends it to Bob

Bob computes (a)y and (d)y

and sends it to Alice

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)



How secure is it?

Based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm.

Given integers a and b and prime p, it is 

computationally hard to find integer x such that,

bx = a (mod p)



How to Protect - and access - Data

use a public bulletin board

Biggest issue for the information economy.

Balkanization of data will continue.

New forms of computation will be needed.

Securing the data, not just the wires.



Summary

AI and Cloud:

Enablers of a global economy that benefits all.

Security concerns led to the creation of virtual barriers.

Those barriers prevent us from leveraging that immense sea.

Solutions can be institutional or algorithmic (protocols).

We also need to secure the information (quantum networks)


